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Synopsis
Taking the NCLEX-RN is a turning point in any nursing student’s education, so it is no wonder that many nursing students stress about studying for the exam. Let BarCharts help you prepare with our NCLEX-RN Study Guide, an essential tool for exam preparation. Following the same “fluff-free” format as our best-selling Nursing guide, the NCLEX-RN Study Guide can help you reach your goal of becoming a registered nurse.
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Customer Reviews
Tons of information crammed neatly into a few pages, laminated to refer back to once I pass boards. Definitely worth the few dollars!!!

Very basic information but pertinent to basic nursing.

Great study Tool and I can put it in my Binder

Really good review, very compact. Helped me

I love these kind of cheat sheets, it us jam packed with lots of good information. Great to use as a study guide especially if you can't carry heavy books everywhere. ..would recommend
Nice quality, nice and thick and fit into my clinical notebook nicely. Lots of info on these! Wow!!
Thank you!

Very helpful
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